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Abstract: Thermal management plays a key role in improving the energy efficiency and sustainability of 

future building envelopes. Here, we focus on the materials perspective and discuss the fundamental needs, 

current status, and future opportunities for thermal management of buildings. First, we identify the primary 

considerations and evaluation criteria for high-performance thermal materials. Second, state-of-the-art 

thermal materials are reviewed, ranging from conventional thermal insulating fiberglass, mineral wool, 

cellulose, and foams, to aerogels and mesoporous structures, as well as multifunctional thermal 

management materials. Further, recent progress on passive regulation and thermal energy storage systems 

are discussed, including sensible heat storage, phase change materials, and radiative cooling. Moreover, we 

discussed the emerging materials systems with tunable thermal and other physical properties that could 

potentially enable dynamic and interactive thermal management solutions for future buildings. Finally, we 

discuss the recent progress in theory and computational design from first-principles atomistic theory, 

molecular dynamics, to multiscale simulations and machine learning. We expect the rational design that 

combines data-driven computation and multiscale experiments could bridge the materials properties from 

microscopic to macroscopic scales and provide new opportunities in improving energy efficiency and 

enabling adaptive implementation per customized demand for future buildings.  
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1. Introduction 

With the increase in global population and living standards, the energy demand in buildings grows 

continuously1. The energy used in buildings accounted for 35% of the world’s total energy consumption in 

2019, among which residential buildings made up more than 60%,2 and will further increase by 28% by 

2040 according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration3. Modern temperature regulation in 

buildings is mainly achieved through ventilation systems, combined with thermal insulation and storage 

materials. As illustrated in Figure 1, the energy balance of a building is achieved by thermal contributions 

from different components and heat transfer routes whose energy efficiency largely depends on the 

innovative material’s design4,5. As the total global energy consumption increases dramatically every year6,7, 

it is in critical need to identify fundamental needs and develop advanced thermal management materials to 

control the heat transfer inside buildings and between the surrounding environments to improve 

sustainability, energy efficiency, and thermal comfort8,9.  

Current industrial thermal building materials are mainly focused on thermal insulation10, falling 

under two general categories: (1) inorganic materials (e.g., rocks, ceramics, and glass), and (2) organic 

materials (e.g., cotton, cellulose, polystyrene, polyurethane, and other polymer foams). Organic materials 

typically have low thermal conductivities due to weak van der Waals bonding; they usually need to be 

modified by high mechanically stable fillers to improve the strength11. In addition, foams and porous 

structures have been widely applied to efficiently block heat transfer pathways and further reduce thermal 

conductivity. In particular, aerogel is a synthetic porous or mesoporous structure derived from a gel by 

replacing the liquid components with gas while maintaining the gel structure. Various aerogel structures 

have been investigated from inorganic (SiO2, TiO2, and SiC, etc.) to organic (polyvinyl chloride, 

polyvinylidene fluoride, polystyrene, cellulose) and carbon aerogels, showing low mass density and thermal 

conductivity ~30 mW/m·K. For practical building applications, multiple properties besides thermal 

insulation, including lifetime, fire resistance and cost (Figure 2) need to be taken into consideration. For 

example, manufacturing of ultralight aerogels using facile processing versus high-cost approaches such as 

super critical drying is important for large scale deployment; other efforts to improve performance of 

thermal insulation, mechanical strength, reliability, and toxicity are also of importance depending on 

application targets.  

In addition to thermal insulation materials, building thermal management can also be achieved 

through energy storage technologies12. Utilization of available heat sources has been realized by passive 

thermal energy storage such as using sensible heat of solids or liquids or using latent heat of phase change 

materials. Despite much progress, challenges exist exists for the deployment of these storage systems and 

integration with other thermal management components. For example, passive charge and discharge do not 
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always coincide with thermal demand periods and ambient temperatures. Developing smart materials that 

can present not only a simple thermal storage function, but also dynamically control thermal transport for 

multiple needs could largely improve existing building technologies and enable future thermal management 

innovations. 

This review provides a discussion of identifying the fundamental needs and opportunities in 

developing advanced thermal management for future buildings from the perspective of material chemistry 

and physics. We start with identifying the fundamental needs and requirements for sustainable thermal 

management of buildings, and recent progress in thermal insulation materials. Then we discuss the passive 

thermal regulation mechanisms and recent progresses, including sensible heat storage materials, phase 

change materials, and radiative cooling methods highlighted. Further, we highlight the potentials of smart 

materials with active thermal regulations, including mechanical engineering of building components from 

static to dynamic thermal system, as well as actively tuning of materials properties. In this end, we discuss 

recent developments on computational discovery and modeling of materials that can enable effective 

pathways for discovering new materials. We hope that this review provides readers with a comprehensive 

perspective on thermal management materials for future buildings and engineering solutions. 

 

2. Fundamental needs for sustainable thermal management of buildings 

To meet the growing demand of global energy consumption, the need for improvements in thermal 

management with a sustainable and high efficiency energy system is becoming more significant. For future 

engineering design, primary considerations and fundamental needs should be identified. Traditional thermal 

regulation and energy storage in building elements are usually passive processes and dependent on exterior 

environments. In this case, thermal properties such as thermal conductivity is the key parameter. However, 

it poses a challenge for the passive gains and losses of energy to meet the peak demands and thus in the 

future the energy process could be optimized and made more efficient. For example, smart and active 

thermal energy storage systems are needed to stock energy when production exceeds demand and to become 

available when required by users13. Other metrics such as efficiency, utilization, lifetime, and capital cost 

of thermal building materials also need to be evaluated in consideration of the system quality8. In Figure 2, 

we summarize several materials that are currently available and commonly used - including mineral wool14–

18, expanded polystyrene14,15,19–21, extruded polystyrene15,19,22–24, polyurethane15,18,19,25,26, and 

aerogel15,18,19,27,28 - each have limitations in these areas. For example, while aerogel has the most desirable 

properties in terms of efficiency, vapor resistance, lifetime, fire resistance, and ability to maintain R-value 

(thermal resistance) with the presence of moisture, the cost is also higher than the other materials. 
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Polyurethane has the shortest lifetime, highest reduction of R-value with the presence moisture, relatively 

high degree of fire resistance and thermal resistivity, and lower than average vapor resistance. Optimization 

over multifunctions could sometimes constitute the major challenge or requirement.  

Efficiency. To improve thermal management of buildings, a primary area of opportunity for improvement 

is the efficiency of designs and materials. While a measurement standardization to define the efficiency of 

thermal management systems has not yet been developed, major topics that contribute to thermal energy 

conversion or storage efficiency include transport at homogeneous bodies, interfaces, reversibility, and 

material properties8. Today, a primary limitation of thermal insulation is the available materials’ thermal 

conductivity. Ideal insulation materials will have a low thermal conductivity (high thermal resistance). 

However, the thermal conductivities of materials that are traditionally used in insulation are not low enough 

that they require large volumes of insulation to meet the energy requirement. This not only occupies 

building space but also increases cost for materials and installation8. To solve the challenge, optimizing 

energy transport at interfaces is a focus to improve efficiency: As energy is transferred across interfaces 

between thermal management materials and the heat source or sink, losses occur. The amount of losses that 

occur depends on thermal resistances. When thermal resistances increase, more energy is required to charge 

the storage medium. However, there is currently a lack of understanding and predictive models that show 

the effect of interfaces on transport, partly because resistances are highly geometry dependent. Increasing 

the understanding of these areas could lead to developments to better control thermal management systems, 

their efficiency, and performance8. 

 

Utilization. The utilization of thermal management materials is currently limited by their intrinsic 

properties. This could be improved through mechanisms to control thermal properties when energy is 

charged or discharged, or as a function of temperature. Optimal material properties differ greatly according 

to seasons or other factors, so being able to modify properties to optimize for these conditions would 

significantly increase utilization8. For example, ideal material properties can vary greatly between summer 

and winter, when rejecting or absorbing more heat from the environment would be advantageous. Material 

utilization could be improved by developing building blocks with tunable parameters (such as temperature, 

thermal conductivity, spatial or directional controllability, and thermal storage power density) to adapt the 

variations in thermal loads or environments. Materials with a dynamically tunable phase transition 

temperature could benefit certain applications under varied temperatures but currently do not exist. Thermal 

switches with a tunable thermal conductivity could be used to adjust thermal flow on demand but are 

currently limited by mechanical design with moving parts; progress has been made in newly approaches 

using dynamic materials however improvements on the tuning ratio, switching speed, or complexity of 

external force (field) are needed. In addition to temporal controls, developing thermal elements that enable 
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directional or anisotropic heat (and mass) transfer29 would allow the timing of charging and discharging to 

be determined and greatly increase the utilization. Reliability and lifetime implications of these approaches 

however need to be investigated. 

 

Lifetime.  The lifetime of usage is one of the most important aspects of thermal management systems. A 

longer lifetime allows more useful charge and discharge cycles for the investment of installation. Ideally, 

the systems should last the lifetime of the building8. However, a system’s lifetime is often limited by the 

component barriers that cause the system performance to progressively degrade. For example, many 

materials currently on the market have thermal conductivities that increase over time under environmental 

conditions of moisture, humidity, and temperature. Increasing the moisture content of mineral wool from 0 

to 10 percent by volume was shown to increase the thermal conductivity from 0.037 to 0.055 W/m·K30. 

Furthermore, materials can be influenced by mass and volume changes, phase decomposition, phase 

segregation, and corrosion that progressively develop over time, which as a result can reduce energy 

density, create stresses, and mechanical failure. Using advanced characterization tools to understand and 

solve issues including slow kinetics, non-equilibrium phases, and poor cyclability could improve the 

lifetime of thermal management system. 

 

Capital cost.  Traditional passive thermal regulations - including traditionally thermal mass (e.g., adobe), 

phase change (e.g., ice storage), and more recently electrochemical (e.g., batteries) - have a high capital 

cost primarily because of their limited ability to store an impactful amount of energy, necessitating large 

installations to achieve the required storage8. Today, water is the most abundantly used thermal storage 

material because of its low cost and moderate energy density. However, there is a large room for 

improvement through the development of new molecules, materials, and chemicals that have high energy 

and power densities8. Nonetheless, for innovations to be practical their production must also be optimized. 

For example, aerogels offer thermal insulation benefits, but their preparation processing such as 

supercritical drying can make them more expensive than other commercially available insulation materials. 

With further refinement, reducing capital cost of these high-performance materials could promote their 

large-scale deployment. 

 

3. Thermal insulation materials  

Thermal insulation materials are the most prototype building blocks used in buildings to control 

heat dissipation rate and temperature. We discuss current industrial thermal insulation materials including 

mineral wool, fiberglass, foam and other commonly used building blocks. We also review aerogels with 
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varied compositions and properties promising for extreme thermal insulating applications. Moreover, we 

discuss recent development of multifunctional thermal insulators that can provide targeted applications such 

as for transparent windows. 

 

3.1 Traditional thermal insulators 

Traditional thermal insulation materials include two main categories: (1) inorganic fibrous 

materials (fiberglass, and mineral wool, etc.), and (2) organic fibrous or foamy materials (cellulose, natural 

fibers, polystyrene, polyurethane, and phenolic foam, etc.)10,31. They account for 60% and 27% of the 

current market, respectively32. We summarized the thermal conductivities of these representative thermal 

insulation materials in Figure 3: Those extensively used building construction materials including adobe, 

glass, and concrete, have thermal conductivities typically higher than 0.5 W/m·K; for polyurethane foam33, 

polystyrene foam34, mineral wool35, cellulose36 and fiberglass37, thermal conductivities are further reduced 

to be below 0.1 W/m·K but typically above 0.03 W/m·K. While super thermal insulation could benefit 

certain applications and energy efficiency, under ambient conditions it remains challenging to reduce 

thermal conductivity to be much lower than 0.03 W/m·K. 

 

Fiberglass. Fiberglass, also called glass wool, is the most common and popular insulation material of low 

cost. It is usually made of a mixture of woven silicon, glass, sand, and other minerals through pultrusion 

process38, which are heated together until melted and then fibers are formed through a spinning machine. 

In addition to a low thermal conductivity, fiberglass is known to be chemically and thermally stable, and 

flame retardant. Insulating a house has been deployed with fiberglass board such as in roofs and ceilings39. 

On the other hand, though it is not toxic, safety treatment may be needed for proper usage due to possible 

tiny shards or powders of glass existing in the product, which can be hazardous to the human lungs, eyes 

or skin40.  

 

Mineral wool. Mineral wool is another type of inorganic fibrous thermal insulating material formed by 

spinning of molten minerals. The manufacturing process of mineral wool is similar to fiberglass, in which 

the precursors are heated until they are melted and woven together by spinning. Commercially available 

forms of mineral wool primarily include: (1) rock wool, which is manufactured through natural minerals 

like basalt or diabase, and (2) slag wool, which comes from blast slag waste41. In comparison with fiberglass, 

mineral wool is advantageous in easy installation and can be cut to a desired shape due to its denser mass. 

Mineral wool is not combustible and has high melting temperature, therefore is often considered as high 
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temperature fire-resistant material. For handling, it is usually required to wear safety equipment to avoid 

skin contact, ingestion or injury.  

Cellulose. Cellulose is organic fibrous materials and mostly made from recycled paper products such as 

newsprint, paper, and cardboard followed by a fiberization process. Therefore, cellulose is considered as 

one of the most environmentally friendly materials. Besides paper fibers, 10-15% of components include 

inorganic additives for flame retardant purpose such as mineral borate or less expensive boric acid and 

ammonium sulphate42. Cellulose can be densely packed into ceiling and wall cavities in existing homes or 

loosely filled in unfinished attics. The noticed downsides of cellulose include its tendency to compress over 

time and absorb water, as well as possible cause of allergies to paper dust. 

Polyurethane foam. Polyurethane foam is a highly porous organic foamy material fabricated from 

polyurethane and commonly used to improve insulation for filling areas such as around pipes or small 

crevices. Polyurethane can be synthesized from various methods and the most common way is 

copolymerization of di-isocyanate and polyol, such as illustrated in Figure 4A. Polyurethane foam consists 

of a small portion of polymer to form closed cell structures and a large portion of air within the cells; For 

some design, replacing air with a lower thermal conductivity gas such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and 

cyclopentane (C5H10) can further improve insulation performance43. To avoid environmental hazard issues 

to the ozone layer44, environmentally friendly non-chlorofluorocarbon foaming agents are used to replace 

the traditional chlorofluorocarbon or hydrofluorocarbon agents for ceiling and wall insulations. 

Polyurethane foam has the advantages of being easy applicable into any shapes, e.g., through a spray gun. 

Polystyrene foam. Polystyrene is a thermoplastic organic foamy material for concrete and structural panel 

insulations in building envelopes38,45. Exemplary polymerization synthesis process of polystyrene from 

styrene monomers is illustrated in Figure 4B. In the polymerization process, the adjacent C-C π bond in 

vinyl group is broken to form a new carbon σ bond and attach to a new styrene monomer. Expanded 

polystyrene and extruded polystyrene are two common polystyrene insulation materials that have been used 

in building envelopes for decades46,47. Expanded polystyrene is produced by expanding polystyrene with 

gas agents to form small plastic beads, and extruded polystyrene is produced by melting polystyrene and 

then pressing it through a nozzle to form a porous structure. Similar to PU foam, to achieve flame resistivity, 

additives are needed. Due to environmental safety issues, traditional additives such as 

hexabromocyclododecane are replaced by environmentally friendly additives. 
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3.2 Aerogels and mesoporous structures 

Aerogels are man-made, highly porous, and low-density solid materials usually formed through drying out 

the liquid component inside a gel and leaving a porous solid backbone filled up almost entirely by air. 

Aerogels have many desired properties for building applications including ultralow thermal conductivity, 

large heat resistance, hardness, chemical stability, thermal stability, and durability, making them promising 

candidates to improve the sustainability and energy efficiency48,49. In addition to aerogels, van der Waals 

materials50,51 or mesoporous structures52 could potentially serve as good thermal insulator. In this part, we 

review different types of aerogels and mesoporous structures for their thermal properties, structural and 

mechanical features, etc. which are important parameters in building envelopes. 

 

Inorganic aerogels. Inorganic aerogels have been made from oxides, nitrides, metals and carbons, etc., 

including SiO2 aerogel53,54, BN aerogel55, Si3N4 aerogel56, and Ag NW aerogel57. SiO2 aerogels and its 

composites are the earliest and most widely studied (Figure 5A)53. The high porous fraction (up to 99%) 

and low mass density (down to 0.03 g/cm3), as well as gas molecular scattering inside small porous structure 

due to Knudsen effect gives silica aerogels ultralow thermal conductivity ~0.025 W/m·K. However, due to 

the material's physicochemical properties, silica aerogels constructed by nanoparticle structures are usually 

fragile and brittle, which limits their current applications58. In addition, delicate synthesis process such as 

supercritical drying, etc. provide manufacturing and cost issues for industrial deployment. Recent 

developments in additive manufacturing of silica aerogel59 from aerogel powder in a dilute silica 

nanoparticle suspension make scalable and low-cost fabrication possible (Figure 5B). To address the low 

mechanical property issue without affecting thermal insulation properties, efforts have been made in adding 

additional reinforcement materials including lightweight polymer60, fibers61, carbon nanotube62, and 

nanowires63, etc., in industrial and building insulations. Some elastic and compressible ceramic aerogels 

have been designed by replacing nanoparticle backbones with flexible nanofiber structures while 

maintaining low thermal conductivity properties64. Inorganic aerogels can also achieve high mechanical 

strength and modulus as well. For example, a high Young’s modulus up to 177.8 MPa has been reported in 

carbon aerogel using sol-gel polymerization method followed by ambient pressure drying and 

carbonization65. Furthermore, inorganic aerogel has a robust fire resistance and thermal insulation which 

show high promise for high temperature applications (Figure 5C)64. Carbon-based aerogel, as another class 

of inorganic aerogel, also exhibits flame-retardant properties, which makes them attractive thermal 

insulation materials as they also exhibit low thermal conductivities66.   
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Organic aerogels. Compared to inorganic aerogels, organic aerogels are generally less fragile, more 

flexible and elastic. Polyvinyl chloride aerogels have been developed through a facile processing under 

ambient conditions and avoid complication by freeze-drying or supercritical drying. They are preferable for 

low-cost mass-industrial fabrications67. The resulting aerogel exhibited ultralow density, super-flexibility, 

superhydrophobicity and a low thermal conductivity of 0.028 W/m·K, close to the thermal conductivity of 

air (Figure 5D). Polyvinylidene fluoride aerogels have been reported using supercritical drying method and 

showed a comparable performance68. Another reported colorless transparent melamine-formaldehyde 

aerogel69 showed good thermal insulating performance with improved mechanical properties compared to 

traditional aerogels with similar density (Figure 5E). On the other hand, organic aerogels have downside in 

combustion near fire sources. Efforts have been made to improve temperature and flame-retardant 

performance. For example, Zhao et al.70 reported a renewable polymer-based aerogel to show self-

extinguishing performance (Figure 5F). 

 

3.3 Multifunctional thermal management materials 

Multifunctional materials are desirable for building thermal management, depending on application 

components. For thermal insulation alone, heat transfer involves different pathways in the forms of 

conduction, convection and radiations; materials have been desired to suppress these respective heat 

transfer rates. In addition to thermal insulation, other functionalities such as optical transparency, self-

cleaning and noise-isolating could be desired. Developing advanced materials that provide simultaneous 

control over different physical properties and energy pathways have attracted recent interest and are the key 

for sustainable buildings in the future.  

We use windows technology as an example for discussion in the following. According to U.S. 

Department of Energy, windows account for a large amount of energy loss in buildings71, posing an area of 

opportunity for thermal management improvement. For better window materials, a combination of high 

thermal insulation and optical transparency is generally required. In this case, traditional silica aerogel, 

though an ideal thermal insulation material, is only optically lucid and not of sufficient transparency to be 

used for windows, not mentioning the unacceptable cost of supercritical drying process. The main reason 

for the low optical transparence in traditional silica aerogel lies in that the large particle and pore size inside 

the aerogel backbone leads to strong light scattering and absorption, which reduces the amount of light 

transmitted through it. A recent study has developed mesoporous silica films with small pore sizes down to 

~ 10 nm using polymer template evaporation-induced self-assembly process72 (Figure 6A). The mesoporous 

silica films are synthesized to be transparent and uniform. Optical characterization shows highly reduced 
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light scattering and improved light transmission above 90% with minimized haze73 while maintains a very 

low thermal conductivity74 (Figure 6B). The class of ambient-dried low thermal conductivity mesoporous 

silica materials enables energy and cost savings through single-pane window design.  

Other efforts have been recently made towards the similar goal: Liu et al.75 reported liquid 

crystalline self-organization cellulose nanofiber aerogel materials83 to control polymer fibers to cross-link 

with cellulose fibers into nanostructured lattice-patterned hybrid mesostructures (Figure 6C). Kou et al.76 

separated polymer films from each other by air gaps in the framework (Figure 6D). Firth et al.77 deposited 

thin films composed of silica nanoparticles onto glass through an aerosol-impaction-based process (Figure 

6E).  

Besides optical transparency, some other multifunctional properties such as superhydrophobic 

property can also be intriguing for building applications. The reported polyvinyl chloride (PVC) aerogel67 

demonstrated as high as 160o contact angle when contact with water (Figure 5D). Such PVC aerogel 

processes superhydrophobicity due to its highly porous structure and the weak molecular dipoles of PVC, 

thus leads to potential for surface engineering and self-cleaning functions. This superhydrophobicity can 

be very beneficial for building self-cleaning purpose in repelling water, avoiding air moisture absorption 

and preventing dirty particles adhesion. 

 

4. Passive regulation and thermal energy storage  

Energy can be stored passively in building envelopes for later use to reduce the wasted energy 

consumption and improve the energy efficiency. Passive regulation has been studied in building 

engineering for decades and can be incorporated into existing building blocks to reduce the temperature 

fluctuations and improve the comfort of occupants. Much research has been focused on reducing heat loss 

or heat gaining via storing thermal energy in sensible heat storage and latent heat storage materials or 

removing excess energy by radiative cooling techniques. In the following part, we discuss recent progress 

on these technologies. 

 

4.1 Sensible heat storage  

Thermal energy can be stored in materials as sensible heat without phase change process78. As 

shown in Figure 7A, for sensible heat storage, energy is stored by utilizing the heat capacity of material to 

absorb heat when temperature increases79. The energy storage capacity depends on the specific heat of 

material, the quantity, density, volume of the materials and the temperature difference. The most 
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extensively used materials are either in liquid phase, such as water and oils, or in solid phase, such as 

concrete and ceramics and no phase change is involved in the process80,81. 

Water and oil are common fluid storage media but are subject to limitations. Water has been one 

of the most widely used sensible heat storage materials for decades. As shown in Figure 7B, water and 

aquifer have low density, low cost, high specific heat, and environmentally friendly properties82. However, 

its applications are limited by working temperature between 0 and 100 oC due to intrinsic properties. Oils 

and molten salts, on the other hand, are appropriate for high temperature applications. Nevertheless, they 

have lower specific heat and applications are narrowed.  

Solid materials, including non-metals and metals, are also commonly used as sensible heat storage 

materials. Figure 7B shows the typical properties of rock bed, one common solid sensible heat storage 

material82. Compared to liquids, solid materials basically have higher thermal conductivities and a wider 

operation temperature which can go over 100 oC. They also have better performances in leakage problems. 

Non-metal solids typically have lower specific heat than liquids. Metals such as copper, aluminum and their 

alloys have much higher specific heat, and they can store more energy. However, their downside is the high 

density and high costs in practical applications. Nonmetals such as rocks and concrete have relatively low 

costs but also low thermal conductivity and specific heat providing less energy storage capacities83. 

4.2 Phase change materials 

Different from sensible heat storage, latent heat storage systems absorb or release thermal energy 

by means of a material phase change between different states: solid-liquid or liquid-gas (Figure 7A). For 

practical building thermal applications, only solid-liquid phase transitions are utilized84. The capability of 

absorbing or releasing thermal energy in phase change materials (PCMs) depends on the quantity, latent 

heat of fusion, and mass of the material. Due to the properties of high energy storage density and the ability 

to release or absorb heat without temperature changing, PCMs show high promise for efficient thermal 

storage in practical applications85,86. PCMs are typically classified into three categories: inorganic PCMs, 

organic PCMs, and eutectic PCMs87. Figure 7C summarized the properties of some representative PCMs88. 

Phase change materials can be incorporated together with other effective thermal regulation materials into 

building envelopes for maximizing the thermal energy storage efficiency. As each group has a typical range 

of melting temperature and melting enthalpy (Figure 7D)89, careful evaluations need to be considered for 

practical performances, including the operation temperature, material heat of fusion and melting point, etc. 

Drawbacks of phase change material should also be included to evaluate the overall performance.  

Inorganic phase change materials. Inorganic PCMs generally have high heat storage capacity, high 

operation temperatures, and low cost90. Hydrated salts and metals91 are two kinds of compounds that are 
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typically used in inorganic PCMs. Salt hydrates are generally expressed as XY·nH2O, where XY represents 

the metal salts and n represents the number of water molecules86. The solid-liquid phase change is actually 

achieved by the dehydration and hydration process of the salt. Upon heating, the hydrated salts lose water 

and dissociate into anhydrous state, while storing energy supplied for dehydration upon heating. Studies 

have shown the possibility of using salt hydrates for high efficiency thermal energy storage92. However, 

salt hydrates suffer from supercooling issues and corrosive issues, which will lead to a reduction in 

operation lifetime and storage capacity93. Metal PCMs include low melting metals and their eutectic alloys, 

which perform better in terms of operation lifetime and storage capacity. Besides, they have low toxicity 

and do not suffer from corrosion, supercooling issues, or large volume changes during phase transition 

process. Though they are still not ideal for PCMs due to high cost, low heat of fusion and narrowed 

efficiency86, with further developments, they still have potential for thermal storage applications90,94.  

Organic phase change materials. Organic PCMs have many advantages over inorganic PCMs. They are 

not toxic, not corrosive, chemically stable, and can reversely solidify and melt without phase segregation, 

which make them promising candidates for thermal energy storage in building elements. The two most 

studied kinds are paraffin PCMs and non-paraffin PCMs. Paraffin PCMs are composed of straight chain 

alkane mixture n-alkenes (CH3-CH2-CH3). The latent heat of fusion and melting point is dependent on chain 

length and it will increase with chain length. For example, the melting point of paraffin varies from -12 to 

71 oC with different chain lengths and the heat stored can change from 128 to 198 J/g95. However, paraffin 

is not flame-retardant and not compatible with plastics. Furthermore, the low thermal conductivity of 

paraffin around 0.2 W/m·K narrows possible practical applications96. There are numerous types of non-

paraffin PCMs that are suitable for building applications, including fatty acids, esters and glycols97, which 

have varying properties due to structure differences. Non-paraffin PCMS can be fabricated from 

biomaterials, including vegetable oils and animal fats, and are thus considered biodegradable, sustainable, 

and nontoxic. Non-paraffin PCMs exhibit many advantages such as high latent heat and different melting 

points. They are appropriate for thermal energy storage in different building conditions98. 

Eutectic phase change materials. Eutectic PCMs are composed of a combination of two or more low 

melting point PCMs. They can be composed of inorganic PCMs, organic PCMs or a combination of them 

When the materials are mixed and frozen, eutectic PCMs are achieved. By altering the ratio of each 

component in the eutectic PCMs, it is possible to control the intrinsic properties of the system including 

thermal conductivity, latent heat of fusion, phase change temperature, melting point and density86,99. A 

specially designed PCMs can be promising for efficient thermal energy storage in practical applications. 
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4.3 Radiative cooling 

For most buildings, absorption of solar radiation leads to increased requirements of cooling that is 

currently accomplished through air-conditionings. One developing approach is to modify the radiative 

surfaces on buildings, such as through radiative cooling, to reflect the solar energy and enhance the radiative 

energy emission100. The idea is to create ideal emissivity for daytime radiative cooling based on solar 

spectrum and atmospheric transmission spectrum for visible to infrared light (Figure 8A). Normally, 

buildings under sunshine keep receiving solar radiation energy while emitting infrared light to environments 

(Figure 8B). Essentially, most radiative cooling design is to minimize the absorptivity of solar spectrum 

around 500 nm while maximize the emissivity of building thermal radiation around 10 μm. Studies during 

the past decades have provided different approaches based on metamaterials and photonic structures: For 

example, Raman and Fan et al.101 reported the planar photonic device with a 5 oC cooling reduction during 

the daytime under the sun. The device is made of a 1D alternating multilayer of HfO2, SiO2 with different 

thicknesses on Ag/Si substrate and achieved a 97% of incident solar reflection (Figure 8C). The radiative 

coolers under sunshine have lower temperature rise than aluminum, black paint or ambient air (Figure 8H). 

Hossain et al.102 used an array of conical shaped anisotropic metamaterials consisting of multilayers Ge and 

Al (Figure 8D). Zhai et al.103 reported hybridized nanoparticle embedded polymer film composites (Figure 

8E). By taking advantage of the strong phonon-polariton resonance at 9.7 μm, the emissivity around 10 um 

of the composite film was close to 1 as shown in Figure 8G. Porous material systems have been applied to 

maximize solar scattering and improve cooling power104,105: Mandal et al.106 designed a hierarchically 

porous polymer system to maximize the solar light scattering to achieve a cooling power of 96 W/m2 as 

shown in (Figure 8F),  

 

5. Dynamic thermal management in buildings 

Materials with dynamically tunable thermophysical properties have been proposed to replace or 

complement static thermal materials due to their adaptivity to the dynamic nature of environment or the 

varying electrical grid load8,107. The U.S. Department of Energy’s Building Technologies Office used 

Energy Management System to evaluate the energy consumption of US residential buildings with thermal 

energy storage system and dynamical thermal managements of different tunability107. The simulations result 

in Figure 9A showing up to 70% energy consumption in Los Angeles. The potential energy savings from 

dynamic thermal management of US residential buildings have been comprehensively evaluated by 

Menyhart et al.108. In their model, the insulation performance of a wall can be dynamically switched 

between a conductive state when heat transfer between indoors and outdoors is desired and an insulative 
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state when heat transfer is not desirable. According to the simulation results as illustrated in Figure 9B, the 

overall cost savings are highly dependent on the climate of each area, ranging from $2.84 /m2 in El Paso, 

TX up to $13.62 /m2 in Fairbanks, AK. These modeling predictions expect a large room using dynamic 

thermal management for energy savings of buildings and motivated the development of dynamic thermal 

materials and devices. With the intensive efforts during the last decade, there emerged some options for 

future dynamical thermal management systems in buildings. But much more research is needed for their 

practical applications in buildings. For example, the phase change materials with tunable phase transition 

temperature do not exist yet, however could be one of the most desired building materials8. 

5.1 Electrochromic materials 

The transmittance of solar light is a key factor for the temperature regulation in buildings that can 

be adjusted through electrochromic properties. Smart windows with adjustable throughput of solar light can 

reduce energy consumption109. Electrochromic materials have been developed and commercially available 

to dynamically control optical properties under voltage or current since the first demonstration for building 

windows around forty years ago110,111. The transparency contrast of left and right windows in Figure 10A 

illustrates the optical tunability of electrochromic windows112. In a typical electrochromic device as 

illustrated in Figure 10B, a transparent electrolyte is sandwiched by two oxide films, for example tungsten 

oxide and nickel oxide113. During ion insertion into WO3, the electrons change the valence of tungsten 

atoms and hence become optically absorptive, leading to more than three times optical transmittance of 

visible light as shown in Figure 10B. During the last decade, nanostructures and nanomaterials have been 

incorporated into electrochromic devices114. For example, low dimensional tungsten oxides were used for 

improving the optical transmittance tunability and switching speed cost115–117. Nanochannels in 

metal−organic frameworks were used to enhance the ion diffusion and switching speed, stability and enable 

multicolor switching118 as shown in Figure 10C. The electrochromic windows can be expected to become 

more popular in future with further cost reductions.  

 

5.2 Mechanical engineering of building components from static to dynamic thermal system   

Heat transfer can also be mechanically modulated by altering the solid contact, fluid density and 

velocity, and surface geometries. According to the different modulation mechanisms, the mechanical 

engineering based dynamic thermal system can be categorized as vacuum thermal insulation, mechanical 

contact thermal switch and heat convection based switchable insulation. 

By pressurizing and evacuating gas molecules in an enclosure, the heat transfer rate can be 

reversibly tuned. Except in the case of radiative thermal transport, heat transfer is always accomplished via 
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a certain medium. If the medium is removed, such as in vacuum thermal insulation, heat conduction and 

heat convection cannot occur. As shown in Figure 10D, a typical vacuum thermal insulation system consists 

of a sealed enclosure and a vacuum pump system119. The key to increase the tunability of vacuum thermal 

insulation systems is to reduce the characteristic size of the enclosure to make the Knudsen effect strong. 

In other words, only if the characteristic size is comparable with or smaller than mean free path of gas 

molecules would the thermal conductivity be sensitive to pressure. The main drawback of this technique 

for buildings is the extra energy consumption of vacuum pumping systems. 

Mechanically controlling the contact between two moving objects is another traditional way to 

manipulate heat transfer as heat conduction over solid or liquid is usually higher than gas and vacuum. A 

typical mechanical contact thermal switch system requires two polished solid surfaces, an actuator for 

mechanical movement as illustrated in Figure 10D119. For example, the wax actuated thermal switch for 

NASA aerospace project demonstrated 25 times thermal conductance change using paraffin and metal as 

two objects and temperature induced thermal expansion as an actuator120. By integrating with 

microelectromechanical systems, the mechanical contact thermal switch can be more accurately controlled 

with high spatial resolution. Cha et al. took advantage of the actuation of liquid droplets in an electro-

wetting-on-dielectric configuration (Figure 10E) 121.   

Heat convection happens via a fluid medium, so modifying the fluid characteristics can provide 

thermal management benefits. By controlling the pressure, flow rate, flow directions, the heat convection 

can be tuned for buildings. Dabbagh et al. developed insulation layers that can synchronously rotate within 

a wall cavity122 and modify thermal conductance by gradually rotating the angle. In some cold areas, the 

buildings are warmed by heat exchanging with hot fluid or gas flow in pipes. Controlling the fluid flow rate 

in pipes is a popular way to tune heat exchange rates. New methods through altering the turbulence of fluids 

in pipes were also developed to tune the heat convection. For example, by applying electromagnetic fields 

across the liquids, the heat transfer rate can be improved by a factor of 20123.  

There are other types of mechanical engineering based dynamic thermal devices, such as suspended 

particles124,125 and phase-change technologies119,126. However, the versatility of mechanically engineered 

dynamic thermal systems needs to consider their design complexity, footprint size, structural shape and 

working principles.  

 

5.3 Dynamic tuning of intrinsic properties of materials 

Dynamic tuning of intrinsic material properties has been investigated recently, and we expect that 

future development in this area may lead to useful materials blocks for building thermal management. 
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During the last decades, material properties under electric field, temperature, and other stimulation have 

been studied, though most are fundamental studies in prototyped materials systems.  

Ionic motions have been the most prototype approach in modifying microscopic materials 

structures and modulating physical properties. Ionic interaction has long been investigated for 

superconductivity127 and widely used in lithium-ion batteries. Recently, ionic interaction has been applied 

to layered materials (black phosphorus) and the in situ thermal transport characterization has been 

performed to determine continuous changes in thermal conductivity by a factor over 6 times (Figure 10F)128. 

The in-situ intercalation process was found to be involved with lattice phase change and ion-phonon 

interactions that affects thermal transport as a function of ion concentrations. Similar electrochemical 

modulation of thermal conductance was also observed in other materials129. Lu et al.130 took advantage of 

the tri-phase change of strontium cobalt oxide from perovskite, brownmillerite to hydrogenated phase and 

measured thermal conductivity change (Figure 10G). The physical implementation of ionic intercalation 

for building envelopes however needs further development. Current intercalation materials usually need 

liquid electrolytes while solid states are usually preferred for buildings. The thermal conductivity tuning 

rate is due to the slow ion diffusion.  

The structural change of materials under external stimuli have also been investigated to tune 

thermal conductivity. Phase change of materials with temperature is well known for altering physical 

properties. For building envelopes, the temperature triggered thermal switch needs to work near room 

temperature and maintain their mechanical strength. For example, vanadium dioxide (VO2) shows metal–

insulator phase transition near room temperature that does not lose much mechanical strength. The changes 

in both thermal conductivity and emissivity through phase change can be used for thermal management in 

buildings. The thermal conductivity and emissivity change and transition temperature of VO2 can be altered 

with tungsten doping as demonstrated by Lee et al.131 and Tang et al.132, respectively, which gave a large 

flexibility of application scenarios. Polymers could also serve as thermal switch materials near room 

temperature. Shrestha et al. 133 demonstrated ten times change of thermal conductivity of crystalline 

polyethylene nanofibers. The reduction of thermal conductivity was due to the introduction of rotational 

disorder at high temperature. The structural change of polymer was also observed under light excitation by 

Shin et al. 134. The azobenzene polymer experienced a reversible conformational transition between trans 

and cis azobenzene groups (Figure 10H) which leads to a thermal conductivity change from 0.35 to 0.1 

W/m·K. 

Another aspect in control heat transfer is via radiation. In particular, heat transfer rate was found to 

depend significantly on the separation distance in near field regime135,136. The heat transfer rate can be 

enhanced up to several orders when the separation distance of two objects is reduced from several μm to 
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less than 100 nm136,137 as shown in Figure 10I. Thus, there exists a large space for thermal regulation using 

near-field radiation. For example, Thompson et al. 138 demonstrated five times change of radiative heat 

transfer between two coplanar SiN membranes by controlling the distance between them with a third planar 

object. The response time of their device reached less than 100 s. However, challenge of this approach lies 

in its manufacturing and the adaption into building structures. 

 

6. Computational and data-driven design for materials discovery 

With the rapid development of computer hardware and modelling packages from electronic 

structures to heat transfer at a macroscopic scale, the prediction and fast screening of promising materials 

and heat transfer performance evaluation in buildings has become possible139–141. Moreover, the movement 

of heat carriers in different nano- or micro-structures can be directly simulated through these advanced 

modelling techniques, enabling thermal conductivity prediction for composites and porous materials 142–144. 

Combined with artificial intelligence algorithms and existing continuum mechanics and finite elements 

analysis, the multiscale simulation of heat transfer in buildings can be set up. On the other hand, building 

thermal load prediction can be predicted from machine learning algorithms and used for active optimization 

of energy consumption145. Currently, the automated high-throughput thermal materials screening is mainly 

focused on homogenous materials. However, it can be expected that more attention would be attracted to 

automated computational discovery for heterogeneous building materials, motivated by the urgent energy 

saving demand of buildings. A database of accurately calculated and experimentally measured 

thermophysical properties for heterogeneous materials should be summarized to assist a machine learning 

training set. On the other hand, multiscale modelling packages should be developed for easy 

implementation of accurate thermal conductivity calculation of building insulation materials. 

 

6.1 Atomistic modelling of homogeneous thermal materials 

During last decades, computational approaches based on atomistic theory from first principles have 

been developed to reliably determine thermal properties, in addition to continuing models. Atomic force 

constants can be derived by density functional theory (DFT), density functional perturbation theory and 

other open-source packages for these calcualtions146–150. For example, by performing DFT calculations of 

structure patterns with slight displacement of atoms from their equilibrium positions, the second order force 

constants can be extracted to construct the dynamical matrix and derive the phonon dispersion 

relationship139,151,152. Furthermore, the higher order anharmonicity information can also be extracted from 

first principles calculation, such as third order, fourth order and even higher order force constants. From 
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Fermi’s golden rule, the multi-phonons scattering rates can be derived from force constants. The power of 

this modelling technique had been exemplified by the recent discovery and applications of new ultrahigh 

thermal conductivity materials153–156. The agreement with experimental measurements exemplified the 

power of first principles calculation in new materials discovery. Figure 11A summarized the first principles 

thermal transport calculation of different materials with six orders of thermal conductivity difference since 

2007141. However, the large computational resource consumption makes DFT calculations formidable to 

materials with less periodicity, like alloy and disordered materials. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation 

requires much less computational resources by relying on empirical potentials. Thus, the vibrational modes 

in amorphous materials and total thermal conductivity can be computed from MD simulations. The 

contribution of propagating, diffusive and localized vibrational modes to thermal transport in amorphous 

silica can be calculated by Larkin et al.157 and Seyf et al.158 using MD simulations. The physical insight into 

thermal transport from these techniques and their own predictive capability hold high promise for ultralow 

thermal conductivity materials screening.  

 

6.2 Thermal transport modelling of heterogeneous materials 

Most building materials have complicated structures including porosity, nanostructures, interfaces 

and so on. For example, heat transfer in aerogels includes heat conduction through solid framework, heat 

convection of gas molecules filled in pores, heat radiation at the surface of solid network, thermal 

conductance through interfaces67,159–163. Transitionally, these different mechanisms can be modelled with 

classic analytic equations and geometric analysis, though not accurately enough163,164. More recently, the 

MD simulations became available for porous structures. Coquil et al.144 simulated the thermal conductivity 

of nanoporous silica aerogel using MD simulations to reveal strong size effects, which was later confirmed 

in their following experimental work165. In terms of thermal transport across interfaces, there are several 

modelling methods, including radiation limit, acoustic mismatch model, diffuse mismatch model, MD 

simulations, and atomistic Green’s function, to name a few166,167. By making assumption of the phonon 

scattering at the interface161, the thermal conductance can be calculated from Landauer-Büttiker 

formulation168. In a recent study of heat dissipation in high power transistors, the comparison between 

experimental measurement of metal-semiconductor interfaces and different modelling techniques showed 

that MD simulation is more accurate than diffuse mismatch or radiation limit models156 (Figure 11B). When 

the targeted modelling system is more than micrometers, Monte Carlo simulation can serve as a powerful 

tool. Kang et al.142,156 simulated the phonon transport in a microstructure using Monte Carlo simulation and 

revealed the ballistic transport effects on heat dissipation of a transistor as shown in Figure 11C. Zhao et 

al.169 adopted Monte Carlo method to study the radiative heat transfer of bulk silica aerogel and proposed 
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that the extinction coefficient should be modified due to small optical length. When the simulation scale 

goes up to building size from millimeters to meters, continuum models can be applied, including the finite 

volume and finite elements methods. For example, Cui et al.155  modelled the thermal performance of a 

BAs/polymer composites using finite element method (Figure 11D). Bartak et al.170 assessed the thermal 

comfort and air quality by simulating the thermal and fluid fields in buildings with computational fluid 

dynamics as shown in Figure 11E. 

 

6.3 Machine learning assisted high throughput thermal materials discovery 

The discovery of high throughput materials via machine learning is evolving into an important 

strategy for accelerating materials design, synthesis, characterization, and application in the future171,172, 

including for thermal materials173–175. In a machine learning screening, the materials with desired properties 

are assessed from the correlation between materials descriptors and targeted material properties176. The 

database of first principles or molecular dynamics calculated or experimentally measured thermal 

conductivity and other easy-to-evaluate materials descriptors should be established, such as bulk modulus, 

Debye frequencies. Good material descriptors should be developed to correlate them with thermal 

conductivity via machine learning regression algorithms. Thus, the hard-to-evaluate thermal conductivity 

can be quickly screened via the easy-to-evaluate material descriptors. Carrete et al.177 found 

unprecedentedly low thermal conductivity half-Heusler Semiconductors via machine learning algorithms. 

They evaluated approximately 79,000 half-Heusler materials using AFLOWLIB platform and narrowed 

down to 995 configurations with minimum enthalpy and further down to 450 mechanically stable structures, 

and to a final list with 75 entries as shown in Figure 11F. Three low thermal conductivity materials were 

found according to descriptors-thermal conductivity correlations. Juneja et al.178 discovered 15 ultrahigh 

and ultralow thermal conductivity materials from 195 compounds using Gaussian process regression-based 

machine learning and simple descriptors, namely, maximum phonon frequency, integrated Grüneisen 

parameter, average atomic mass, and volume of the unit cell. Chowdhury et al.179 predicted aperiodic 

superlattice structures with the lowest thermal conductivity by maximizing Anderson localization of 

phonons using a genetic algorithm-based approach as illustrated in Figure 11G. The interfacial thermal 

resistance can also be predicted from machine learning method by selecting appropriate descriptors180.  

 

7. Future perspectives 

In the present review, we focused on the materials perspective and comprehensively discussed 

recent progress on thermal materials for building engineering. We reviewed the fundamental needs, the 
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state-of-the-art materials, and future possibilities to improve building’s energy efficiency and sustainability, 

from thermal insulation, thermal energy storage, to multifunctional and dynamic tunable thermal 

management materials. While passive thermal insulation is the current mainstream, we expect several other 

forms including dynamic and interactive thermal regulations could play a more important role in future 

smart and sustainable buildings. To achieve this goal, further development that stems from fundamental 

research to engineering innovations are needed. The practical deployment for building infrastructures not 

only requires materials with desired thermal and other physical properties, but also requires the careful 

consideration in building and structural implementations, such as liquid-free, compact and adaptive 

structures, cost effective, and large-scale manufacturing, etc. In addition, we expect computer-assisted 

materials search using hierarchical toolsets from atomistic, to mesoscopic, microscopic and macroscopic 

scales, together with multiscale experimental characterizations, will play an important role in identifying 

high-performance materials, or even customizing design to meet specific building requirements. We hope 

this review would provide helpful insights on thermal management materials for future buildings.  
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Figure captions 

Figure 1. Illustration of energy balance in a representative building envelope. (A). Schematic 

illustration showing the total thermal contributions in a building. (B). Heat dissipation routes and their 

contribution percentages in a building envelope4,5. (C). Global energy consumption from 1920 to 2019, 

with a forecast to 20406,7. 

Figure 2. Performance comparison of building thermal insulation materials. Prototyped thermal 

insulation materials are evaluated using key performance metrics. The analysis results are made using data 

from literature reports14-28 . 

Figure 3. Thermal conductivity comparison of traditional building construction materials and 

representative commercially available thermal insulation materials. The scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) images for commercially available thermal insulation materials are from reference: Polyurethane 

(PU) foam33, Polystyrene (PS) foam34, Mineral wool35, Cellulose36, and Fiberglass37.  

Figure 4. Common polymerization synthesis route. (A) Polyurethane and (B) Polystyrene. 

Figure 5. A summary of aerogels with different properties. (A). An optical image of Silica-based 

aerogels and their composites with different properties53. (B). Low-cost additive manufacturing of silica 

aerogels59. (C). Ceramic aerogel under high temperature performances64. (D). Polyvinyl chloride aerogel 

showing ultralight, ultra-flexible and superhydrophobic properties67. (E). Transparent melamine-

formaldehyde aerogel with high mechanical propertie69. (F). Fiber-reinforced polymer aerogel composites 

with flame retardant property70. 

Figure 6. Representative design strategies for multifunctional thermal management materials. (A). 

Synthesis process of small nanoparticle size, transmission electron microscope (TEM) image and72 a 

representative optical photograph of the mesoporous silica film73. (B). Solid volume fraction-dependent 

thermal conductivity of the mesoporous silica film74. (C). Schematic illustration and an optical image of the 

liquid crystalline self-organization cellulose nanofiber aerogel75.(D). Schematic illustration of the thermal 

insulating polymer-air multilayer system76. (E). Scheme of fabrication process for the nanoparticle-based 

thin films and a representative SEM image77. 

Figure 7. Comparison of sensible heat storage and latent heat storage technologies for passive thermal 

regulation. (A). Thermal profile of sensible heat storage and latent heat storage techniques79. (B). 

Comparison of properties of two common types of sensible heat storage materials82. (C). Comparison of 

properties of different types of phase change materials88. (D). The melting enthalpy and melting temperature 

for the different groups of phase change materials89. 
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Figure 8. Daytime radiative cooling technologies for energy building savings. (A). An ideal emissivity 

plot for daytime radiative cooling based on solar spectrum and atmospheric transmission spectrum for 

visible to infrared light; (B). Radiative heat transfer schematic at the surface of radiative cooling material; 

(C-H). Representative design strategies and performances for daytime radiative cooling. (C) and (H). 

Layered material radiative cooler and the comparison of temperature rise to other materials during 

daytime101. (D). Metamaterial radiative cooler102. (E) and (G). Composites with nanoparticles radiative 

cooler and its experimentally measured emissivity property for daytime radiative cooling103.  (F). Porous 

materials radiative cooler106.   

 Figure 9. Evaluation of energy saving and cost reduction of buildings with dynamic thermal 

management systems in US. (A). Energy cost savings contour map estimated for US residential buildings 

with dynamical thermal management107. (B). Annual energy consumption of heating, ventilation, and 

cooling systems with dynamical thermal managements of different tunability108. 

 Figure 10. Dynamic thermal management systems. (A). A visual illustration of an office equipped with 

electrochromic windows, the left and right side of which are in transparent and dark state respectively112. 

(B). An exemplary optical transmission spectrum modulated by charging and discharging of electrochromic 

device, made of transparent electrolyte, tungsten oxide and nickel oxide113. (C). The multicolor performance 

of metal organic framework based electrochromic device with different voltage118. (D). Schematic diagram 

of vacuum gas gap and mechanical contact based thermal switches119. (E). Schematic of a mechanical 

contact thermal switch based on electro-wetting-on-dielectric technique121. (F). Ionic intercalation in black 

phosphorus for active control of anisotropic thermal conductivity128. (G). Thermal conductivity turning of 

strontium cobalt oxide by controlling oxygen and proton concentration130. (H). Light triggered thermal 

conductivity switching of azopolymer134. (I). Tunable thermal energy transport enabled by the distance 

dependent near-field radiative heat transfer137. 

Figure 11. High throughput computational thermal materials discovery and analysis from atomic 

scale by first principles to macroscale aided by machine learning. (A). A summary of first principles 

thermal conductivity calculation of different materials since 2007121. (B). Interface phonon transport across 

metal and semiconductors interface from experiments, and different modelling methods156. (C). Hot spot 

temperature in transistor calculated from Monte Carlo simulations156. (D). Thermal transport modelling of 

a BAs/polymer composites using finite element method155. (E). Thermal comfort and air quality evaluation 

by simulating the thermal and fluid fields in buildings with computational fluid dynamics170. (F). 

Unprecedentedly low thermal conductivity half-Heusler semiconductors screening via machine learning 

algorithms177. (G). Optimization of aperiodic superlattice structures for lowest thermal conductivity using 

a genetic algorithm179. 
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